Smoke a Fresh Cigarette!

Goodyear Tire Head lecture today.

Cigarettes in prime condition have a moisture content below 10%. With correct moisture, a cigarette will remain fresh for 30 days. However, when wrapped in an ordinary package, half of their total moisture is lost in about 10 days. It will soon be possible to buy Camels in a special, moisture-proof Humidor Pack which keeps the cigarettes fresh for 30 days.

**Notice**

All freshmen and sophomores wishing to compete for the position of the Dramatic Society are requested to have their names at room 2174.
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In prime condition, the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company delivers the Camel Humidor Pack. It keeps the Camel fresh, and only half of their total moisture is lost in about 10 days. It will soon be possible to buy Camels in a special, moisture-proof Humidor Pack which keeps the cigarettes fresh for 30 days.

**Dr. Wilson Compton will speak Friday**

Will speak Friday at the Manhattan Club, at the address.

**Camels**

Artificial heat in homes and apartments accelerates the moisture out of cigarettes. The humidor pack keeps the cigarettes fresh. The Humidor Pack is moisture-proof and fresh-tight at every joint. It protects the rich, flavorful aroma of the choice Turkish and Domestic tobaccos in which Camels are blended.

**R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.**